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This elegant and sophisticated collection brings together striking design,
luxurious materials and Ron’s unique All Day Heels® technology.  

Made in Italy.
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HARLOW Cognac Wedge. Made of soft, beautifully tanned calf leather, her 75mm flatform  
includes 5mm gel foam cushioning and is finished with a platino horsbit detail.

DUNBAR Cognac Satchel. This plush, saturated suede handbag features stunning hand  
wrapped handles and also includes extra long, double zipper pulls for added wow-factor.

HIRA Ivory Penny Loafer and SHELLY Ivory Wedge. Designed with an espadrille twist and elevated with a woven leather 
platform, they are constructed on a double-padded sole and made of buttery Nappa. Also available in Onyx. 

PENDRELL Ivory Satchel. Made of supple, tumbled calf, this spacious day bag features beautifully twisted double handles 
with knot detailing. Comes with a crossbody strap. Also available in Onyx.
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NELLANIE Jeans Luxe Casual Slip-On. This sophisticated sneaker alternative is ultralight and made of weatherproof 
denim, she also includes a seamless kid leather lining and a micro wedge for added yet concealed comfort. 

BRUSSELS Jeans Clutch. This cute and convertible denim handbag comes with  
both a removable jean blue leather strap as well as a platino crossbody chain. 4

SABINA Denim and Blush Sneaker. Signature footbed construction with arch support and made  
of an indulgent combination of weatherproof calf, suedes and denim. Also available in all-over White.
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BELLA White Sandal. Designed with our All Day Heels® construction that includes double padding with  
a super flex, rubber-injected sole. Made of soft patent leather and includes a fully adjustable back strap. 

DANEEN White Oversized Clutch. All-over raffia with a pop of tumbled calf leather on its bottom  
and weaved into the platino shoulder chainlink strap. Also comes with a leather crossbody strap. 7

OLIVEA Periwinkle Slide. Made of soft patent Nappa and covered in tonal show-stopping,  
laser-cut daisies, she hails from the All Day Heels® family with double padding and rubber-injected  

sole and features a slightly asymmetrical 80mm block heel. Also Available in Onyx. 

BLYTHE Periwinkle Clutch. This clutch-meets-crossbody handbag is made of beautiful, high-gloss  
patent with tonal laser cut daisies to pair back to our footwear. Also available in Blush and Onyx. 
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DARLA Silver Slingback. All Day glamour combination of kid leather-lined, all-over Galaxy fabrication, wrapped in a crystal 

encrusted knot detail with a double padded, rubber-injected sole with an 80mm mirrored heel. Also available in Onyx. 9

QUINELLE Blush Heel. A modern kitten, 50mm spool heel, she’s made of soft buttery Nappa, ruched to perfection and 
offers the ideal coverage, adjustable ankle strap and All Day Heels® technology. Also available in Onyx.

GLENHAVEN Bouclé Bagette. Adorably small, conveniently spacious. Made of smooth, structured calf with our  
bouclé du jour that includes lilacs, blues and pinks with a touch of metallic silver weaving throughout.  

Also comes with a leather crossbody strap.
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TALIAH Pure White Sandal. A classic All Day Heels® staple with upper entirely made of buttery Nappa with elegant chainlink-inspired detail. 
Fully adjustable back strap, 45mm block heel and double padded insole promises comfort AND style. Also available in Silver and Onyx.

EASTON Ice Handbag. This pure white classic is made of soft quilted Nappa and offers both crossbody, top handle  
chain link options to suit your needs and is complete with a top zipper for added privacy. Also available in Nude and Onyx. 11

NELLAYA Boucle and NOVELLA Boucle Luxe Casuals. Ultralight and ultra special, these “sneaker-types” are made 
of exquisitly woven pastels with a touch of silver for added sparkle. They includes a seamless kid leather lining and  

a micro wedge for added, yet concealed comfort. Available in both our classic slip-on and lace up silhouettes.

GILBERT Boucle Saddle Bag. A combination of smooth, structured calf and our boucle of the season.  
Can also be worn with its leather crossbody strap for a more casual look. 



NEEVA Cognac Luxe Casual Slip On. An Ultralight slip-on essential with the same exquisite features as her sister (opposite page), 
she is to be considered a true Ron White Collectable. Fabrication is weatherproof as always. Also available in Oyster.

HANSEN Cognac Shopper. An elevated tote made of raffia, a touch of tumble calf and two stunning bamboo handles.  
Made for travelling with its top zipper closure and optional crossbody strap. Also available in Onyx.12 13

NORELLE Oyster Luxe Casual Lace Up. From the Ultralight construction family, she is the epitome of luxury  
with her artisan-woven, hand-burnished English calf fabrication. Also includes a seamless kid leather lining  

and a micro wedge for added, yet concealed comfort. 

PALISADE Cognac Bowler. This fantastic day bag is made of supple tumbled calf and features  
two front tonal braids with linen trim. Option to wear both crossbody or with top handles. 



PRICCILA Fuchsia Slide. A summer essential designed on our ultralight, pillow construction platform with a 
5mm gel foam insole for ultimate comfort. Butter soft twisted Nappa upper offers coverage that’s just right.  

Also available in White, Caramel, Rose Gold, Sage and Onyx.14 15

PRIYA White Wedge. From the Ultralight with Pillow Construction family in buttery Nappa, oversized platino eyelet 
detail and an adjustable velcro closure built for all day wear. Also available in Caramel and Onyx. 

PINNACLE Oyster Hobo. While medium sized, this super supple, tumbled calf essential bag is surprisingly roomy.  
It also has a top zipper closure and can be worn with its crossbody strap. Also available in Cognac and Onyx. 



MADIERA Circular Crossbody in Nappa with Embroidery on Screen. Double Top Zipper Closure.  
Made in Italy. Also available in Silver and Platino.

CARMELLA Pump in Nappa with Embroidered Screen. Double Padding. Made in Italy. Also available in Platino.16

VIVIKA Onyx, Rosegold or White Slide. A vacation staple taking you from day to evening with a beautiful combination  
of a rhinestone-infused braided raffia upper on our 5mm gel foam sole that features even more sparkle! 

FAXTON Onyx Shopper. Get poolside ready with this weatherproof raffia number. Ultra spacious and chic,  
this bag can also be worn crossbody for your handsfree moments. Also available in Cognac. 17

CALLIE Weave Aqua Sandal. Built on our signature sport sandal sole with double padding and arch support,  
we’re thrilled to introduce this classic silhouette in a multicoloured woven embossed calf. Also available in Citrus.

EDAN Nappa Silver. An absolute must and one of our signature styles, this little crossbody  
bag in metallic quilted Nappa takes you from day to evening and from season to season.
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The Ron White Men’s collection brings together indulgent leathers,  
supple suedes and cutting edge comfort technology.  

Made in Italy.

WILBUR Marine Slip-On Sneaker. Made of weatherproof oiled suede, this unlined sneaker is built on a  
superflex construction that includes a removable footbed with arch support. Also available in Oyster and Slate.

WILFRED Tobacco Lace-Up Sneaker. A lace up option designed to accommodate multiple widths  
and also constructed on our superflex anti-slip sole with a removable footbed. Also available in Slate.

MACKLAN Navy or Clay Sneaker. Designed on our signature removable footbed construction,  
a combination of weatherproof suede and silky microfibre on an superflex, anti-slip sole. 
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FALKIN Chambray or Oyster Slip-On Loafer. Gorgeous weatherproof suede with Nappa trim detail 
finished with a matte rubberized horsebit. Built on a rubber injected sole with true Blake stitching. 

Enjoy seamless Sacchetto lining for ultimate All Day Luxury.20
IVAN Black or Whiskey Slip-On Loafer. Made of supple, weatherproof hand-burnished calf with stunning 

woven detail. This loafer also offers a double padded insole with arch support on a true Blake construction.
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VICTOR Khaki Slip-On. Laidback styling and next-level comfort, he is thoughtfully  
designed with a removable arch support footbed and unlined suede plus elastic gore detail. 

VINCENT Cognac Lace-Up. This sneaker alternative is also constructed with our removable footbed  
that includes arch support and features our Ultralight, anti-slip sole. Also available in Sand. 23

MAVERIK Ivory Sneaker. Crisp weatherproof canvas with rich cognac calf detailing, this fresh sneaker also includes  
a removable footbed with arch support and constructed on our superflex sole. Also available in Denim. 



Manulife Centre Bayview Village Leaside Downtown Oakville
Toronto Toronto Toronto Oakville

416.964.6400 416.221.7002 647.347.5550 905.844.3668 

RonWhiteShoes.com
CustomerService@RonWhiteShoes.com

YVETTE Cognac Raffia Slingback. Featuring a pearl and crystal encrusted platino horsebit, she is constructed 
on a double padded insole with an injected rubber outsole. Also available in Onyx. 

DOMINIQUE Cognac Structured Satchel. Made of indulgent crocodile-embossed calf topped with a single 
handle wrapped in a printed silky scarf and features a beautiful bamboo closure on platino hardware.

Made in Italy.


